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puppy—these being, doubtless, symbols of the hopes
and despairs which bind man to his common humanity.
While Epimetheus basks in the sunshine of popular
favour, Prometheus passes with his faithful dog and
lion—the one faithful in love, the other in hate—
through the Valley of the Shadow, becomes a prey
to inner dissension, misery and despair. At the
behest of Doxa, God's angel makes his lot still
bitterer, and he is again tempted to renounce his
allegiance to the goddess Soul; but in the hour of
his direst despair he hears the voice of his goddess
and is strong. The lion becomes blind ; sees his
cubs come back to life, only to destroy them, and
himself dies at Prometheus' feet, still full of the old
hatred. On the body of his dead lion Prometheus
vows that, if ever the ring of his high goddess breaks,
he will himself take his life. His only companion
is now his dog, already sick unto death; but before
he dies, Prometheus tells him of the Dead Valley,
where not merely death is to be found, but also life,
and of Sophia and her sublime, life-giving wisdom.
In his grim loneliness Prometheus has to make still
another sacrifice; his stern mistress commands him
to repudiate his brotherly love for Epimetheus.
The second part of the epic leads us still deeper into
the mystic maze of allegory: the little thread of
" story " disappears ; but the poet's style has become
freer, less artificially archaic: there is more promise
of what is to come. Spitteler turns now to
Epimetheus and shows his incapacity for ruling, his
subjection to the instincts of the herd, the hollowness
of his ambitions, and the final betrayal of his holy
trust. New myths are introduced which open up
fresh vistas. Most beautiful of all is the descent of
Pandora to the world; Spitteler's epic genius is
nowhere more convincing than when he is describing
a journey; it may be only his own journey from
Liestal to Bern as a child of three, or that of the children
in Madchenfeinde from Langenbruck to Solothurn,

